Revalidation — what is the problem and what are the possible solutions?

The aim of this article is to stimulate debate within the medical profession in Australia about the need for a revalidation process as part of renewing medical registration. The chair of the Medical Board of Australia (MBA) has been quoted as stating that revalidation is likely to be in place within 3 to 5 years. This risks putting the cart before the horse. The medical regulator and the medical profession might be wiser to first more clearly identify what the problem is that revalidation is intended to fix and then examine what methods might best suit that aim — points made 13 years ago. Similar consideration needs to take place among the other health professionals and regulators who come under the umbrella of the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency.

Revalidation in context — a brief history

Revalidation is a term used by the General Medical Council (GMC) of the United Kingdom since the mid 1990s, and is closely aligned with the term “recertification”, used in the United States. The International Association of Medical Regulatory Authorities has defined revalidation as “… the process by which doctors have to regularly show that they are up to date, and fit to practice medicine”. Revalidation in the UK contains some elements in common with the Australian approach to continuing medical education (CME) and continuing professional development (CPD).

The process of revalidation commenced in the UK late in 2012 after a long and difficult gestation. In addition to those elements of CPD with which most Australian doctors are familiar, it involves every doctor in independent practice participating in an annual appraisal and undergoing a more detailed assessment every 5 years (http://www.gmc-uk.org/doctors/revalidation.asp). This detailed assessment includes feedback from multiple health professional colleagues (of whom only half should be doctors) and from multiple patients. The UK process is decentralised, in that there are designated bodies to support the appraisal process and regional “responsible officers” or employers authorised to recommend individual doctors to the GMC for revalidation. The process may cost “tens of millions of pounds a year” as well as the unknown costs of remediation. The GMC estimated that early retirements due to the demands of revalidation might cause a fall in income of $3.8 million, although it may yet be too early to determine the full effects of the scheme on doctors’ decisions to retire. Between January 2013 and July 2013, 63 doctors gave up practice as a result of the revalidation scheme.

Why was revalidation introduced in the UK?

Revalidation has been consistently described as aiming to restore trust in the medical profession, support involvement in CPD and weed out bad apples. One proponent wrote in 1999 that “demands are growing for increasing transparency and accountability to patients in systems for ensuring doctors’ standards” and called for a system to be “implemented with a ‘light touch’”.

The notion that revalidation was introduced to regain public trust in the self-regulated medical profession — trust that had been eroded by a series of regulatory failures in the UK (most notably the Bristol and Shipman cases) — has been repeatedly emphasised. What was a concern about the performance of the GMC appears to have been turned into an issue for the entire medical profession. The GMC has sought to placate the profession by promoting revalidation as a means of honouring good doctors, using language such as “the vast majority of doctors maintain a good standard of professional practice”, and “revalidation should be an unobtrusive celebration of their commitment and achievement … an open statement that they are worthy of the public’s trust”.

How has revalidation been received by the profession in the UK?

The strongest criticisms of revalidation have been of its sparse evidence base. It has been claimed that revalidation will not reliably detect poorly performing doctors, and many commentators have pointed out that revalidation would not have identified Dr Harold Shipman. The medical profession in the UK appears to have accepted revalidation, albeit reluctantly, as representing the price to
be paid for maintaining the existence of the GMC and for regaining public trust after a series of regulatory failures.7

Are there equivalents of revalidation in other developed nations?

Canadian regulators have been proactive in seeking means of assuring the community that registered doctors remain competent to practise. There is much to be learnt from Canada’s experience; however, there is no single national approach in Canada, as registration is province based.14 Some provinces have mandated participation in medical college CPD programs; some have added random practice audits, which become compulsory for doctors over 70 years of age;15 some take a quality-improvement approach; and Quebec uses interrogation of comprehensive prescribing databases to seek evidence of poor performance.16

In the US, certification of specialist training by the American Board of Medical Specialties has been time limited for over 20 years, and recertification is required.17,18 However, certification is voluntary and is not required for medical registration renewal.19 The various specialty boards have some freedom in the design of the processes for maintenance of certification. For example, the American Board of Emergency Medicine uses a combination of open-book examinations, CME points, a high-stakes secured examination once every 10 years, completion of an approved practice-improvement program, and feedback on communication and professionalism.20 The US specialty boards have put much effort into computer-based systems that are intended to test more than just clinical knowledge.21 Encouragingly, there is some evidence that certification is associated with higher standards of medical care;22 but the US system is not without fierce critics23-26 (see also http://www.changeboardrecert.com).

The New Zealand Medical Council has required recertification since 2001. In 2010 the Council described its approach as “supporting and promoting excellence and professionalism” and required attestation to 50 hours of CPD per year, including a clinical audit, 10 hours of peer review and 20 hours of CME.27 It has since added a requirement for regular practice reviews (http://www.mcnz.org.nz/maintain-registration/recertification-and-professional-development).

Does Australia need a revalidation process?

There is little to support the idea of simply transposing the UK system to Australia. Despite some local failures of medical regulation and hospital governance, there has been no widespread loss of faith of the community either in its doctors or in the regulatory system. In addition, the culture and values of Australian patients and doctors and the nature of our health care system differ significantly from the UK. These differences can be readily exemplified by the absence of any requirement for patients to be registered with a general practitioner and the existence of a readily accessible health care complaints system.

The MBA would be wiser to start afresh by asking and answering two questions — namely, is there a problem with medical registration in Australia that needs attention, and, if so, what should be done to fix the problem? It is not sufficient to simply assert that the community expects that registration ensures that all doctors are competent and practise medicine safely, that current registration processes cannot provide such assurance, and that revalidation will provide it. It seems illogical and unnecessarily costly to introduce an additional layer of assessment of all doctors when there is general agreement that most doctors strive to maintain and enhance their knowledge and skills and are rarely the subject of complaint. This is even more problematic without an evidence base to indicate that revalidation will achieve its stated aim.

Is there a problem with medical registration?

Undoubtedly, a small proportion of doctors are not as competent as is demanded or expected of them. Many such doctors are detected via the health complaints system. Are there others who are not detected? Nobody knows. As Hawkes wrote in the UK context, “the conundrum is how to identify these doctors without subjecting the rest to time consuming and needless procedures”.4 Ideally, they should be identified as early as possible and helped to improve their performance. This should be a collective responsibility of all in the medical profession. Thus, the real issue for the regulator and the medical profession is how to best identify at-risk doctors and seek remediation or their removal from the register. Australian doctors have participated in CME and CPD programs for decades, but it is still not known if genuine participation is associated with improved performance or fewer complaints. In the absence of that information, it would be reckless to invest resources in a revalidation scheme.

How can answers be found?

Since 2010, every Australian-registered doctor who seeks to renew his or her registration each year must attest to participation in a program of CPD that meets the required standard (http://www.medicalboard.gov.au/Registration-Standards.aspx). Returns are compulsory and subject to audit by the MBA and the medical colleges (which are responsible for virtually all CPD programs). Although the precise nature of CPD programs varies between medical colleges, common components include participation in medical education events, audit, peer review, teaching, and self-education through reading, research or other study. The resulting annual returns from these well developed CPD programs provide a valuable database that could be used to help answer many questions. For example, data from this source could be linked to complaints data or other evidence of poor performance and perhaps thereby answer the question of the value of compulsory CPD.

A second approach to providing evidence of the value of compulsory CPD could be through detailed analysis of doctors whose competence is called into question via pathways including complaints and litigation for alleged
negligence. Already, such analysis has revealed that only a small number of doctors who attract multiple complaints are the subjects of the bulk of complaints.\(^2\) It would be a small step to examine whether lack of participation in CPD was a factor in these recidivists.

A third approach might be to begin to build up profiles of doctors at higher risk of unsatisfactory performance. In Canada, this led to some provinces routinely assessing the practices of doctors reaching the age of 70 years.\(^1\) Research may well show other at-risk groups, such as those who practise in isolation from colleagues and peers, those who have been subjects of multiple complaints or certain categories of complaint, and those recovering from illness, including substance misuse.

### Are there any predictors of complaints?

If receipt of multiple complaints is a reliable flag for poor performance, are there any predictors for which doctors are most likely to be complained about? One factor identified in a Canadian study as a predictor of complaints to medical regulatory authorities was poor performance in the communication component of national licensing exams.\(^2\) Doctors’ length of time in practice and clinical experience might also be associated with complaints. It is a common assumption that performance improves with clinical experience, but studies have given conflicting results.\(^3,4\) A systematic review of the literature came to the conclusion that “physicians who have been in practice for more years and older physicians possess less factual knowledge, are less likely to adhere to appropriate standards of care, and may also have poorer patient outcomes.”\(^5\)

### What other gaps in knowledge are there?

When a doctor is found to be practising at a substandard level and is deemed to need remedial action, what are the underlying causes of such a situation? Assuming that at some earlier point in their careers such doctors were indeed competent, what has happened to change that situation? The possibilities are multiple and include burnout, mental illness, family and other stresses, physical illness affecting cognition, ageing and longstanding ill suitedness to medical practice. Having a national database should provide the MBA with the opportunity to explore these questions and thereby help in targeting preventive measures.

### Options for improving processes

Assuming that some of the above factors are at play, then the following options might become attractive. As part of good governance of hospitals, performance appraisals conducted on a regular basis, or when reappointment or renewal of privileges is sought, might identify doctors in need of assistance.\(^6\) Health checks for older doctors seeking hospital reappointment could also be considered.

Medical board experience is that poorly performing doctors usually lack awareness of their plight. Even competent doctors are not good at self-assessment.\(^7\) One facet of the UK revalidation model, the use of multisource feedback from colleagues and patients, could be investigated in Australia by one or more of the medical colleges in collaboration with the MBA. Research into the most effective ways to gain feedback on doctors’ performance is needed to determine appropriate feedback mechanisms for the Australian context. Negative feedback should guide targeted improvement strategies.

However, the most attractive immediate option for the MBA might be targeted assessment of the competence of doctors believed to be at highest risk of poor performance. Research indicates that appropriate targets may be doctors who have been the subject of more than one substantiated complaint, and older doctors. If this approach is taken, the next question is: are there tools fit for the purpose of such assessment? One study has suggested that measurement of “insightful practice” fits this need.\(^8\) However, other researchers have urged caution in the use of multisource feedback, particularly if it is to be used as a summative tool (ie, for decisions about recertification).\(^9\) Used as a formative tool, it might help to focus CPD efforts. It has been welcomed by participants who believe that it has helped them to improve their practice.\(^10\)

Beyond this, research needs to answer questions such as whether remediation can help the poorly performing doctor, what form remediation might take and who will pay for it. There are good reasons for arguing that existing processes and databases should be used to determine more accurately what the weaknesses in Australia’s medical regulatory regime are and to tailor improvements to those weaknesses. Revalidation as part of renewal of medical registration in Australia needs to be debated widely among the MBA and members of the medical profession in Australia.
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